
 

Aeonian Membership Agreement (AMA) 

Preface 
This agreement, listed for the express purpose of defining the terms of the acceptance of the 
Astrum Empire into the Aeonian Federation (AFED), is recorded within the following document. 
 
The Aeonian Federation agrees to accept Astrum Empire into its membership program with the 
privileges granted under following classifications: 

Benefits 
In turn, under specific arrangements made between the Aeonian Federation and Astrum 
Empire, the Aeonian Federation offers the following categories of benefits:  

● Commercial 
○ Access to AFED’s commercial hubs. 
○ Permission to apply for a trade permit within AFED hubs. 

■ Acceptance of trade permit applications will also include a 5% discount on 
import and export fees when using AFED’s commercial hubs. 

○ Permission to apply for office space within AFED hubs. 
○ Permission to apply for industrial space within AFED hubs. 
○ A 10% discount on any goods sold within AFED hubs. 

● Defense 
○ Access to allocatable AFED military forces in times of need 

● Territory 
○ Access to GP-Access AFED facilities. 

■ General Public (GP). 
○ Access to AFED-sponsored transportation routes. 
○ Access to additional AFED facilities. 

■ Based on additional agreements made. 

● Support Benefits 
○ Access to AFED’s support network to request aid from other member orgs/allies 

Though AFED is a federation-like org, understand you are not responsible for any actions of members or 
organizations that do not belong to you.  
 
The rules stated in this document are subject to change at any time. They will be verbally noted. 
 



 

 

Requirements 
In turn, under the above arrangement made between the Astrum Empire and the Aeonian 
Federation, Astrum Empire agrees to: 
 

● Refrain from attacking the Aeonian Federation, its members, and its member 
organizations. 

○ This is reinforced through our Non-Aggression Pact initiated at the time of entry. 
● To give updates on current dealings within the organization to AFED officials when 

requested. 
● Integrate Astrum Empire’s members into AFED as members to obtain AFED member 

benefits. 
 
This contract outlines the arrangements between the Aeonian Federation and Astrum Empire 
upon which Astrum Empire is entering into the Aeonian Federation. This deal is approved by the 
Leader of Astrum Empire and the AFED Director of Foreign Affairs. 
 
MCMKI - Director of Foreign Affairs [AFED] 

 
Arcitnus - Emperor [Astrum] 

 

Though AFED is a federation-like org, understand you are not responsible for any actions of members or 
organizations that do not belong to you.  
 
The rules stated in this document are subject to change at any time. They will be verbally noted. 
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